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MOKTON E. HARRIS* 
Let p denote an odd prime integer and let y -= pr, where f is a positive 
integer. Let PSp(8, q) denote the projective symplectic group in dimension 8 
over a field Fq of q elements. As is well known, PSp(8, q) is simple and has 
three conjugacy classes of involutions. 
Let o denote an automorphism of F, . Then CF induces, in the natural way, 
an automorphism of PSp(8, q). In fact, (<a>, the cyclic subgroup of aut(F,) 
generated by O, acts faithfully on PSp(8, q) and we may form the natural 
semidirect product ‘(T’, PS~(8, q). If g is an odd ordered automorphism of 
F, , then o centralizes a Sylow 2-subgroup of I’+(&!, q) and (u) PSp(8, (7) is 
an odd ordered extension of PSp(8, q) with trivial 2-core. In fact, anv odd 
ordered extension of PSp(8, y) with trivial 2-core is of this form (cf. [I]). 
Let i be an involution in PSp(8, y) such that f is centralized by the odd 
ordered automorphism CT of F, and such that t corresponds to an involution of 
5748, q) whose subspace of fixed vectors has dimension 6. Then the centralizer 
C(f) of f in <+ PSp(8, y) is a semidirect product ‘c:)V’, where % denotes 
the centralizer of t in PSlp(8, q) and C(t) has trivial 2-core. Moreover, C(I) 
does not contain a Sylow 2-subgroup of :a) PSp(8, y), and 55’ is the central 
product of two subgroups isomorphic with S’~42, q) and Sp(6, 4). 
\Vc shall prove the following result. 
THEC)IIERI. I,rt G he a Jinite group z&h an inaolufion t whose centralizer 
C,;(t) in G is such that C,(t) has a normal @group [ ?fodd index p surh that 
5 ~~- I, J, [L, J] = {I], L n J ~= ‘t , where L s XL(2, q) aml J z Sp(6, 4) 
Jar sonw odd prime poser q and such that C,;(t) has trh!ial 2-rare. Then either 
(i) G =~: C,(t) O(G) OY 
(ii) G -= :(r > PSp(8, q), cohere o E aut(F,) and is + order p. 
‘I’hc proof of the theorem is had upon an eutcnsion of the methods of‘ 191 
and utilizes the methods of [4] and [5] to treat the odd order extension. 
I-sing [5] and [9], xc stud!; the structllrc of C’,,(t) and the conjugac\ in c,’ 
of various subsc-ts of C’,,(t) in Sections I and 2. Section 2 concludes 1, ith 
tht' cOnStructiOn Of a sJ;hR- I-SUbgrOll~~ ,s Of <i. 'I'lliS iS fO~~O\3~td (iI1 !iC.CtiC)ll 3) 
by a detailed analysis of the fusion of involLltions in S and an application of 
the methods of 19, Section 21 to obtain the structure of the centr;tlizc,r in 
G of the central involution of S. Then the identification of (I’ folio\\ s rtxdilv 
in Section 4 using the technique of [9. Section 31. 
It should be noted that our method of treating odd order cxtensiclns OY 
Z’Sp(8, y) can he used to extend the results of [X] and [9] just as [4] esti~nded 
the result of [7]. Thereh!, TAT obtain ;I cllaractcrization of all odd order 
extensions of all of the finite simple groups PSp(212, y) for all n 3 and 
all odd prime powers y t>!- the structure of the centralizer of an cxtrcrnal 
in\-cilution (an involution of f’Sp(2N, y) that corresponds to an involution of 
Sp(2w, y) whose sulxqxwz of fised vectors has the maximal dimension 31 2). 
Our notation is hiirl! standard and tends to follow the notation of [3. 4, 91. 
If .Y is a group, then O(.V) d cnotes the ?-core of .\- (i.e., the maximal 
normal subgroup of .\- of odd order). If /, is ;I prime inkgel-, then S! I,,( ‘Y) 
&notes the set of SJ&V p-subgroups of .Y. If .Y i-: ,I’ then r-~l,~(s) c!c.notes 
the set of elements of .Y which are conjugate in S to .x. If .x, y. z cz .\. and 
s ” 1’ ‘<YY .~ z, we shall write y: A F z. If .A” z and :I’ 7 s, xc’ -hall 
write 4’: s 4 f 2. If .x and z are conjugate in .\-, \‘ic shall a-lritc .x I : ill .L-. 
If S t S&(AJ and s c S, then s is said to lx r.xtremal in S (lvith respect to .Y) 
if C’I,S(~.) -:’ ( C’.T(s)’ for all z’ t CC/,(S) n .V, (In that cast, it readil>- fo!luws 
that (‘S(s) E Sl;l,(C,(s)) and for each T’ i ITI,. n ,C; there exists an vl<ment 
s i- AY such that .v” .s and (C’s~,)),” rl C’\.(s)). A. s usual, an involution 21 of .S is 
said to be isolfztrd in dY if u is not conjugate in .L to an?’ other involutio~r of S. 
If .Y is a 2-group, then W(.\-) dcnotcs x-? .\ iC S and. we use the .‘ltar” 
con\ cntion for homomorphic images. 
Finally, if I&. is a subset of a group .\-, then .Y(Cl’) \vill clenotc the s:(‘t of 
inwlutions of .I- \zhich lie in W. 
LL’e now commence the proof of the theorem. ‘Thus, from now on, NY 
assume that G is a finite group satisfying the hypothesis of the theorem: 
(1.1) G has an involution t, such that O(C,(t,)) Ii j and such that 
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C,(t,) has a normal subgroup i of odd index p, where 5 m: L, J with 
[I,, , J] = (11, L, n J = ’ tI,\, L, G .X(&F,), and J g Sp(6, F,), where 
F,, is a field of q elements for some odd prime power q. 
As in [9], we have placed a subscript on f and L for later convenience. 
\17c also assume 
G /; C<;(f,) O(G). (1.2) 
Thus, from our previous discussion, it suffices to prove: 
(1.3) G has a normal subgroup II of index p such that [I P- PSp(8, F,) 
and O(G) r: [I}. 
It-e define the integer 8 by the conditions: p I= 6 (mod 4) and 8 := I& 1. 
Then q - 8 :m 2’$jfor some positive integers with IZ 3 2 andfodd. Thereby, 
integers tz and f are defined also. 
ilpplying [9, (I C)] to 5 = L,J, wc have the following lemma. 
LEMIUA 1. I. L, --‘I C,(t,) and J -..: C,(t,). 
\Ve also hare the following. 
Proof. Clearly Z(l) == ItI\, C,(c) -c;i C,(t,), and C,(c) n 5 = Z(c). 
Thus, ( C,(i)1 = 2p,, where p1 divides p. Hence, C,(i) has a normal 2- 
complement of order p1 which is normal in C,(t,). Since O(C,(t,)) =y {I), 
PI -= 1 and the lemma follows. 
Let I7 he a symplectic space of dimension 6 over F, . Fix a symplectic 
basis R == {c2 , fz , es ,f? , ed ,f3} of I; and let Sp(6, F,) denote the group of 
nonsingular 6 >I 6 matrices over F, that are symplectic with respect to B. 
Since J g ,S’p(6, F,), we fix an isomorphism 4, : Sp(6, F,) + J. illso let 
,YL(2,F,,) denote the group of 2 Y 2 matrices over F, of determinant 1 and 
fix an isomorphism ~1 : SL(2, F,) --z L, . 
For any subset =1 of (2, 3, 41, let -4’ z (2, 3, 4: - A, let brn denote the 
subspace of J’ generated by {e, ,,f, ~ i E --I], let I,, be the subgroup of J 
which corresponds via & to the subgroup of &Yp(6, F,,) consisting of ,111 
matrices that induce the identity on V,,,, and let t, ~1,~ be such that fA&l 
iriduces - I on J;,, . Then I,‘, is the orthogonal complement of FA, and J’a 
is invariant under (LA)&l. AI so, as in [9, Section 21, L, -e 5’$(2nz, Fs7), 
where r~z = 1 .-2 1, Z(L,,,) : <fAj, and 
CJ(fA) = L, x L,, . (l&I) 
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If A4 and B are subsets of 12, 3,4j, then 
L,* 2 L, -:.- i -4 j 2 B I; 
A c II =:- L, CL, ; 
and 
L,L, = L, x L,, if A n B 7: 5;: .
(1.5) 
(1.6) 
(1.7, 
If 9 = {i,j ,... 1, we also write I.,, ,..., L,, ,..., t,, ,..., for L’, , L, , and t, , 
respectively. Thus, L, z SL(2,F,) with Z(L,) = \t,‘ for i E 12, 3, 41, 
/ -= LzS4 and 
t,i (... t,t, )... . (1.8) 
Moreover, Z(J) =- t&t, and 
fl t,t:,t, ( 1.9) 
Set D = <tl , t, , t, , t4) so that D is elementar!; Abelian of order 8. 
Using the well known structures of aut(SL(2, F,)) and aut(Sp(6, F,)), the 
natural action of aut(F,) on SL(2,F,) and Sp(6,F,) and the proof or’ 
[5, Lemma 1.61, we obtain the following lemma. 
LEMPIA 1.3. There exists a subgroup ‘!L qf C’,(f,) of order p and homo- 
morphisms /3i : ?I 4 aut(F,) f or i --= I, 2 such that if a t ‘II, k, E SL(2, F,), 
and kz E Sp(6, F,), then (k,$# (k$) & for i - 1, 2. Also C(;(tr) = <?I, 
< n 91 = [l}, ker@J n ker(P,) = {II and !H is .-lbelian. 
COROLLARY 1.3.1. [f q =- 3, then VI mm: (1) and p .= I. 
Clearly we have 
[Zl, \!I] -_ (I}. (1.10) 
(1.11) Cc(t, , t,,) = Cc(t, , t.,) .z C,(t,)W, where C,(t,) = L,L,L,, Liz 
C’Jt, , t2), C’,(t,) n ‘ZI -= (I}, ?I normalizes L, , L, , L,, and [L,, , L,] ‘= 
[L, , L.J := [L, ) L,,] == (13. 
(1.12) C,(D) == C,(D)%, Cc(D) = L,L,L,L, , [L, , Lj] = {II, for all 
I :< i i= j Z$ 4 and ‘II normalizes Li for each 1 ‘:g i < 4. 
It is clear from the action of Im(&) on SL(2, P,) and Im(&) on Sp(6, E,) 
that there exist elements yi E Li n C&X) such that yi” = tj for I < i -< 4. 
Set 
t -- 0 4'1?/&3?'4 . (1.13) 
Then f, is an involution in Cc,(tl , ‘!I) and Cs(t,,) 4 Cc(t, , tu) _-- C,(t,,)%. 
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Sate also 
(1.14) If q > 3, then 02’(CG(ll)) = < and 02’(Cc(t, , tJ) = CI(t2). 
Then an obvious modification of the argument of [9, (2A)] yields the 
following. 
LEMMA 1.4. (i) f, + t,, in C,(t,); 
(ii) t, + t,, and f, + t,, itz G. 
-1pplying [9, (IA)], we obtain the following corollary. 
COR~ILAR~ 1.4.1. C,(t,) has four conjugacy classes of involutions 
repesented by t, , t, , t, , and t,, . 
2. THE FUSION OF INVOLUTIONS A~YD A SYLOW 2-su~~~ou~ OF G 
Let F, denote the fixed subfield in F, of Im(pJ. Then (Sp(6, F,,)) & == 
C,(a), where Sp(6, F,,) denotes the subgroup of Sp(6, F,) of matrices all of 
whose entries lie in F, . Then the discussion on [9, p. 5381 implies that 
C,pr) n N,(D) . d m uces the full symmetric group on {tz , t, , t4}. Moreover, 
there is an involution ua4 ELLS n C&X) such that ~a,&’ fixes e2 and fi , 
interchanges ea and e4 and interchanges f3 and f4 . Thus, Lisd = L, and 
ua4 : t, u t, . Similarly define an involution u2a EL,, n C,(BI). 
Choose a Sylow 2-subgroup Q4 = (a4, 6, / a?-’ = bb2 = t, , b,‘a,b, = acl) 
of L, n C&21). It follows that Q, E Syl,(L,). Set 
a3 = a?, 6, = b,“““, and 0, = <a3 , 0 (;!.I) 
Then Q, is centralized by 9t and Q3 E Syl,(L,). Also 
Q3Un’ T= Qd > QaQduaG C CoWI) and QsQdG E SYU-W 
Next choose Sylow 2-subgroups 
Qi = (ai , hi 1 a;“-’ = bi” = t, , b;‘a,b, = ai’) 
of Li n C&X) for i = 1, 2. Again Qi E Syl,(L,) for i = 1, 2. Set 
1 = Q,Q,Q,Q, . 
Then % 2 C,(%) and 2 E Syl,(C,;(D)). Finally set 
T = 2 ‘u.&. 
Then T C C,(?I) and T E Srl,(C,(t,)). 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
13cfore beginning our study of fusion in G, we prove the following. 
~XkIMA 2.1. ()((‘,;(f))) o((‘(;(tl . 1,)) :1i 
Proof. If q 3, then C,;(fl , 1,) f,,f,,L,, , and C,,(U) m= L,L,Z&, so the 
lemma holds in this case. Assume that q > 3. Since X(2, y) 2 1,; ~‘1 C,;(D) 
for I .:.: i <: 4, ~‘e have O(C7,;(D)) ‘:~ C’,;(L,Z,L,L,) g C,,(J) = 1) I 91. Thus, 
0({‘,,(D)) (1 \!I and Lemma 1.3 implies that O(C,;(D)) C kc@,) n ker(P,) 
; 1 ;. Ihce, o(c,(fj)) j I:. On the other hand, Sp(4, F,) s L,, y.4 C’(;(f, , tz) 
so that [O(C,;(t, , t.,)),I,,,] ( I). \Yhence O(C,(t, , t.J) Cr O(C,(D)) _ [ I j. 
and the lemma follows. 
I,r:~m 2.2. (i) AT<,(D) n (‘c(91) m d uces the full qmmetric group on 
:t, . t, ) f:; , t,j; 
(ii) all, n 1) {fl , f, . I:, , I,;. 
Proof. Since C&Xj n -\r(;(D) induces the full symmetric group on 
It, % t:, , f4) and f, + t:,, in G, it suffices to prove that 1, N 2, in NJD) n C,(\!I). 
The proofs of [9, (ZC) and (ZD)] imply that X,(D) induces the full 
symmetric group on It1 , t, , t:, , t,) so that (ii) holds. Hence, there exists a 
‘-element y E JVG(D) n Cc(t, , t3) such that y: t, tf t, . Consider S --:- 
C,(D), yj :. (L,L,L,,L,?I)~,y;) and choose a Sylow 2-subgroup P of X such 
that y E P. Then there exists an element c t C,(U) such that 9 1 P, since 
I 5 Sq’l,(C,(D)). Hence, y1 := y” normalizes 9 and C,(9) =_ I1 x K Thus, 
yI normalizes \!I and since y1 E C(;(t, , fJ and y1 : t, 1-f t, , it follows that 
$ U$ centralizes 91 :: .,,f, , f, and s: t1t + t,. This completes the proof 
of the Icmma. 
1,ct x4 denote the full symmetric group on the set { 1, 2, 3, 4). Then, as on 
[9, p. 5391, there is defined a homomorphism (permutation representation;1 
0 mapping S,;(D) onto x4 such that 
(2.4) ifs E X~,(D), then f;” = t, if and only if SW: i --+j for all I ‘_ i. 
j ’ 4. 
l\Ioreover, ker(cl,) C,(D) and w restricted to X(;(D) n (‘#I) maps 
onto x4 and has ker C,(‘?l) n C,(U). 
For A C {l, 2, 3, 4$ and s t N,;(D), set d7 =_~ (;““J ) i E .-1) and t, = nifn ti. 
This definition agrees with our previous definition uf t, when Ag c i2, 3, 4). 
Thus, 
t& r (t/J’ for all .-1 L [I, 2, 3, 41, and x t N,(D). (2.5) 
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TO\\- \vc extend the definition of I, 1 to arhitrar\- proper subsets .A of 
[ I, 2. 3, 4) as 011 [9, p. 5391. 
I\‘c note that if I 4 .4 and T, -= (t,$ , t, 1 i j -41, then C’,;( 1’,) pm7 C,:( r,) 
if q 3 and O”(C,(T,)) --: C,( T,) if q _ 3. Then the proof of [9, 112E)] 
Glcis the following lemma. 
I,I;-\IsI.-\ 2.3. Jf -1 is any plopev subset qf ( I, 2, 3, 4j, then the followit~~~ 
ho!d (i) I,, is well de$rzed, Z(I),,) -7 t, a&L,, 2 Sp(2m. F,,) whew 111 -~ .~f ; 
(ii) ;f 2’ f :V(;(I>), tl~eia (L ,)” = L-,x; and 
(iiij 3 7lovmali,-es I,., . 
.Il>pl!-ing (1.5), (I .6), and (I .7), we have the following. 
Imr~rx 2.4. If -4, B are proper subsets c!f [I, 2, 3, 41, then the follozuin~ 
Itoltl: (i) 1, , ~z I,, if and onb if 1 ,-Z -= B ; 
(ii) if .d C H, then I,,., CL,S ; and 
(iii) if .-I n B ; + and ) iz / + j B ~ ,-< 3, then L ,L,( = L, X L,, . 
\\.e shall now investigate the structure of a S!-low 2-subgroup of G. 
Since ever>- involution of A .- D is conjugate in C,(D) == L&J,,L, to t,, , 
Lemma 2.2(ii) yields the lemma. 
1,r:zrar.k 2.5. (i) rrl,(t,) n 9 = (tl , t, , t:, , t,); 
(ii) ll is nceakly closed in 4 with respect to C; and 
(iii) -IVG(l)) 5 A’,(D). 
Let .Y E X(;(1) Cr NG(D) be such that t,” t, . Then 0,‘: = (Lj n 2)” = 
I,,’ n 2 L, n 9 ~ 0, and we have proved the following lemma. 
LI;xr\ra 2.5. If x E lVG(d) crnd Pm = j, then @ = pd. 
SOW 7’ -= 1_ Z& C IV,;(-i’) n C,,(\!I) so that we ma,- choose a Svlow 
2-subgroup S of X<;(D) n C,(S), such that l’(7 S. Then w maps S onto 
a S!low 2-subgroup I’ of x:1 , such that u3p == (34) E I’. Thus, I’ = {(I), 
(I?), (34), (12)(34), (13)(24), (14)(23), (1324), (1423)) and S n ker(w) ~=- 2,. 
Since 9 E Syl,(C,(D)) and :\;,,(D)iC,(D) ‘s x4 , we have S E Syl,(N,(D)). 
From the fact that the three permutations ( 12)(34), (13)(24), and ( I4)(23) 
:)f 1. are conjugate to each other in x:4 , wc have the following lemma. 
LI~-\I~IA 2.7. The three cosets of &:A? that couespond via w to the elements 
(I 2)(34), (13)(24), and (14)(23) of 1’ are conjugate to each other in 
(.\);(%) n C,,(Vt)):d. 
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We can now prove the following. 
LEMMA 2.8. (i) D is the unique normal elementary Abelian subgroup of 
order 8 in S; 
(ii) S E Syl,(G); and 
(iii) Z(S) =: ,:t12). 
Proof. Let D, 4 S be such that D, -2 D. Suppose that 11, $ .j. Then 
there exists an involution s t 11, and integers 1 < i < j < 4 such that 
iXOd j. But then .L’“~ =~ a;‘sa, -~- a;‘a,“x’ E D, so that ~;‘a~” E- /I, Since 
a;l EQ, , ais to, , QLQJ -- Qi .J: y, , and ai is of order 21~) it follows that 
a;‘a,l is of order 2”. Since 21~ ,> 2 this is impossible and, hence, D, z 4. 
Suppose that L), y’- D. Then there is an involution .v E D, ~~ 1). Hence, 
x E 9 ~-- 1) and all eight involutions of xD are conjugate in 2 to x. Thus, 
D i I), which is impossible so that (i) holds. Since SE Syl,(;YC;(ll)), (ii) 
follows. Finally Z(S) C C,(D) :- .z? so that Z(S) C_ Z(d) = D. Then from 
the action of S/s on 11, we conclude that (iii) holds. 
3. THE STRCCTURE OF CJt,,) 
Let b E S be such that bw = (1423) and set 
u b 12 = u34 . 
Since L,, = L!& , we have 
U12EL,, n s, UT, := 1, Q!I”‘” = Q2 . 
If we conjugate (1.11) bp b, we obtain 
L,L,L,, c Cc(t, , f4) = Cc(t, , t,,) = L,L,-wI, 
(L,L,L,,) n ‘II = {l} and [L, , L4] =-: [L, ,L,J == [L, , L&J = (11. 
LEMMA 3.1. 2412 E N,(L,,), ZL.J3 t N,(L1,) and [UIZ ) I&] E ‘It,,). 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
Proof. Clearly ur2 normalizes .,t, , tl) so that z+ normalizes CG(t, , tJ. 
But Cc(f, , t2) =: C,(t,) :=- L,L,L,, if q =- 3 and O”‘(C,(t, , t2)) .= c’5(t,) = 
w2L34 if q > 3. Then [9, (lc)] implies that uiP E Xc(L,,). B similar 
argument yields zlz4 E IV,(L1,). Finally [Q , u3J EL,, n L,, n C,(D) --= 
(L,L,) n [L3L4) = ‘,f,,), and we are done. 
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Thus, we have the following two cases: 
(1) [U 12 ) z& = 1. 
(W [u 12 Y UJ = t,, . 
(3.4) 
=Zt this point ue need the following auxiliary result which is independLent 
of our current situation. 
I,I:Nx\ 3.2. Let E be a subgroup of a group B such that E E S’p(4, F) 
jar Some jinite field F of odd characteristic. Let Z(E) = <~\ez/, where e is an 
incolution and let z be an involution of E - .e‘>. Suppose that v is an involution 
of S,(E) such that z‘ centralizes CL*(z) = (s t E xr E z e:}. ‘Thelz v centralizes 
1:‘. 
t’wof. Clearly wc may assume that B := E~v; so that E is a normal 
subgroup of B of index 1 or 2. Also C,(E) .a B, C’,(E) n E = ,e, and 
1 (‘,Jl:‘) = 2 or 4. Suppose that v $ C,(E) and set B : B/C,(E). Then 
P’ .: I f Z, ti2 2 - 1 and C,*(z) C CE(%). Since E E PSp(4, F) we must 
ha\-r CEV(z) r= C,(z) (cf. [7]). Thus, z is a central involution of E and 2; 
centralizes C,(F). But there exists an isomorphism y mapping R onto a 
subgroup of aut(Sp(4, F)) containing Ey = Inn(Sp(4, F)). Hcncc, 
By : Ey 1 -< 2, my is a central involution of i?y, and FY centralizes CE,(.“y). 
Since By = (8~) ,~y), we have my E Z(C&%y)). However, from the known 
structure of aut(Sp(4,F)), we have Z(CBy(%y)) = <my,>. Thus, o = z and 
is, c’,(E) = ,z, C,(E)>. Hence, z centralizes C,*(z), which is false and 
the lemma follows. 
Xppl!-ing (1.1 1) and (3.3), we always have 
[u12 , &&,I = [Ul‘g, , L&4] = [us4 , L,L,] ; [z&t, ,L,L,] = (1). (3.5) 
(u,,t,)’ = (z$t,)” = 1. (3.6) 
Since [u12t, , uz4] -:= [q2, uz4tl] = 1 in Case (II), the preceding lemma 
yields the following lemma. 
LEaMA 3.3. In Case (I), u12 E C,(LsI) and uzj4 E C,,(L12). In Case (II) 
u,,t, E C,;(L& and u& E C,(L,,). 
\\.e can now eliminate Cast (II). 
1~1~~1~1.~ 3.4  [Ul2 , ud = 1. 
l’~oof. Assume that Cast (II) holds. Let g, EL,, and g, EL,, be such that 
u:; t, and u$ = t, . Since (u12tl)2 = t,, = (us4t,)“, there exist elements 
/71 F I,,, and k, EL,, such that (u12tl)‘tl z= ylyz and (us4t,)hz = y3y4 , 
L,, n L,, y L,, n L:,, n C‘,(D) -= (L,L,) n (L:,L,) -: t,, 1 
and the lemma follows. 
Since / --: Lzzjl , we have the corollarv. 
Then the preceding lemma implies 
qp34 - t,t:, an d ulrua,Lf,t:, - f. in K. (3.8) 
Applying an argument similar to that given on the top of p. 4 in [7], \ve 
obtain the following. 
Applying Lemma 2.7, we may choose involutions w1 , zc2 in S such that 
zvp = (13)(24) and W+J = (14)(23). 
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Also Lemma 2.7 yields the follorving lemma. 
LEMRIA 3.7. (i) Each of the three cosets ulsu3&?, ZC,~, and z+2 of .d in S 
contains involutions that are conjugate in G to f,, and to t,, ; 
(ii) e@el’y involurion of (ulaz&) U (~~‘~22)) U (zu,9) is conjugate in G io 
t,, or t,, . 
\\‘e can now prove the following. 
1,Enlxl.i 3.8. t,, + t,, in G. 
l’uoo_t: Assume that 1,, - t,, in G and set sg = a, 21’. 2(z2” 2 y--2 277 -8. 
s(, -- t,, in L,L,I,,L, . Since S E Syl,(C,(t,,)) and s,, - t,zl 
a3 a4 , hence, 
in G, there exists 
an elerncnt g E G such that sOq -= t,, and C,(s,)g C S. However, C,,(s,,) :y 
‘n, , a2 , ag , a, , b,b,b,,b, , so that D C W(C,(s,,)), and, hence, D’f I ?F(,S). 
QLlt a*(s) cz $I, u12u34 since cY( I ) = (12)(34)/. Also {fl , f, , t, , 1,; L 
W(S), and, hence, ccl,(f,) n V(S) = (tl , t, , t:, , t4). Thus, IP =- D, which 
is irnposslble since sg” -: t,, and s,, 4 D. This contradiction completes the 
proof of the lemma. 
Since I(S) CI;,,L,, u (x1-?) u (w&, we have the following. 
COROIAARY 3.8.1. G has three conjugacy classes of imolutions represented 
by t , , t,, and t,, Set 
JJ G;(f,?), .lZ -~: V(H) and s, = A,U12 ) u3*j. (.3.9) 
It follo\vs from Lemma 3.7(i) that we may assume 
ZCl - t,, 111 G. (3.10) 
(ii) II = III:‘zc, and 2~‘~ $ il2; and 
(iii) S, = .g(u,, , us4 :j t Syl,(JI). 
Proof. Since Sp(4, F,,) z I,,, C Cc(tl,) -= H, we have L,, C 51 = 02(lY). 
Similarly, L:,, !E ,I2 and (i) holds. 
Set S, 1, hi where b is as in (3.1) and observe that S, is a maximal 
subgroup of S and S E SvI,(N). S’ mce _ _ b2 E ZQ~ZQ~~, we have I(S,) I 
2 u (“,2u:149). 
A~ssumc that q is conjugate in Ei to an involution of S, . Then (3.8), 
(3. IO), and Lemmas 3.6 and 3.8 imply that zul - t,, in H. Since Z(S) = \t;L,>j 
and Cks(tlzl) ~= $u,,u,, , wl> is a maximal subgroup of S, it follows that t,, 
is. extremal in S with respect to H. Hence, there is an element g E H such 
that q 7 z f 13 and Cy(zQ C Cs(tlJ. Now alap E CJzu,) so that 
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f’~nr,f. Assume that f1 - t, in .\f. Then the MO SUbgrtJqJS f, , f,2; and 
I:< , t,,‘ of S, are conjugate in III. Since both of these subgroups are normal 
i~r S, : a well known lemma of Burnside (cf. [R, Lemma 7.1 .I]) implies that 
f, f,, and ;r3 , tr2? arc! WnjL~gatc in fV‘$,(S,). But .\-,,7(.s,) c A-‘#) 
( ‘i.(W u13, uSJ?i by the preceding Lemma so that f, , t,?“ and f:, 1 t,,’ arc 
not conjugate in NM(S1). This contradiction implies the lemma. 
.4t this pbint we need the following auxiliary result \vlrich is independent 
of t,ui- current situatiorl 
Now C,(z) = ]&u, h u‘ ere J1 and Jz are subgroups of C,(z) such that 
J, z J.? z SL(2, F), [Jl , JL] = {I), Jl A J2 = (2) and where u is an 
involution such that J1” m-7 J- and u h z in E. Set V =-- XJJa and let 
C,,“(.Y) : {ZJ E I’ / x7‘ = x for all x E X or .YL’ : :- .YL.-* for all 2c E S]. Thus. 
c,,*(x) = C&Yyz\. 
ClearI!-, s,<z> C CV*(AY) 5~ I/, C,(X) 4 V and X(z) a V. Suppose 
that C,.“(X) f X:.z). Setting r = VjX~;z>, WC have (1) r’: C,,*(X) g iF = 
j, .Q j2 . But I, .z 3% y PSL(2, F) which is non-Abe&n so that 
c,*(X) n Jc f (I} f or some i E {l, 21. Then { 11 -# C’,*(X) n /, yq /, , 
and, hence, L;, c C,*(,U) for some Sylow 2-subgroup Gi of Ji . But 
j Cv*(-Y) : C,jAY); ~= 2 SO that (1) :,f: C,(S) n C:, , and, hence, z t C,-(.Y) 
\vhich is false. Thus, c’,v(,\-) = S z: and C,(X) q ~= S. 
Suppose that u inverts S. ‘Then (2~) =- CE(V) f~ C,(a) CJ C,(x) which is 
impossible.Hencc, C,(U) f ‘,I ).SettingX, =~ (?,Y(~O,~~e haveX,CJIJz(zc)CC’, (u). 
Let J oZ(C,,,2(u)) so that J g PSL(2,F). Since u N z in E, we ha\-e 
O’(Ci.(u)) p: K,K, , where k; and Kz are subgroups such that k; e K,: 2: 
SL(2,F), [k; ) KJ = (I) and k; CT K, = ‘u). But XIJ C 02(CL.(u)), and, 
hence, / n K, 5 J for i =.- I, 2. If J n Ki + [I), then J A K, contains 
a Sylow 2-subgroup of J s-hich is impossible so that J n Kc = {I: for 
i :-- 1, 2. Then Jk; =: JK, = K,k’, and X,K,/K, is normalized by 
TK ‘PC, _- I, z K2/Kl n Kz = k’,/(u) s PS’L(2 . F). This forces X1 C Kl and 
similarly X, 2 K, so that X1 C K, n K, =- <ITA). Then X, = {I) which is a 
contradiction and the lemma follows. 
(4 C.4f13) = ~2(C,,.z(t13))~~~12~34i and w34 + 02(C&d; 
*-, or(i;i) every in@olution of C,w(t13) - 02(Cb,(t13)) is conjugate in G to 
2 0 . 
Proof. Since S, = &,:u 12 , U-J E Syl,(M), Z(S,) mc (t,,), and Cs,(tls) =- 
~~,zL~~u~~~, we have ~F)(u~+~~) E Syl,(C,(t,,)). Set V = 02(C,M(t13)). Clearly, 
4 ii C,,(D) = L,Z&L,\III _C F. RIoreover, 2 is a maximal subgroup of 
~~.~u~~u~,> and z+w,~ N t,, in L,,L,, so that z+u~~ is not conjugate in Cbf(t,,) 
to any involution in 9. Then [6, Lemma 5.381 implies that uleua4 $ V so 
that (ii) holds, Since every involution of Cnr(tln) - V is conjugate in C,,,(t,:,) 
to an involution of ul+&%, Lemma 3.7(ii) yields (iii). 
Suppsc that t, r~ t, in L’. Since 9 E Syl,(V) and f, , t, E Z(g), a well 
!;no\fn lemma of Burnside (cf. [3, Lemma 7.1 .I]) implies that 2, y t, in 
AT17(,k2). But iV1,(2) L LT,,(Zl) = V n A7,v,(D) :- L’ n (C,(D), uli ,u,,>) C,(L)), 
and, hence, t, + t, in _\i,(D). Thus, 1, + t, in I’ and t, is an isolated 
irliWlution of 2 with respect to V. Then 12, ‘Theorem I] implies that 
F,- := C’,(t,) O( I’). AGx~ C,(r,} C C,(D) C_ 1’s~ that f,*,(tJ C,,(D). Hence, 
Since 
(Z.,,f,:,,) n 9I .: C,(t,) n (L&,,) n 91 (L,L,I,,,) n ‘!I C’c(t,) n YI 
WC have the following corollary. 
C‘OIWLLhKY 3.14.1. 1 C,(t,,) yb(4, F,) Yz 91 S/I(4, I:,),‘p. 
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4. THE IDENTIFICATION OF G 
.\s in [9, Section 31, we prove the following lemma. 
I’/.r,o,f. Since H satisfies the same conditions as G, it has all of the 
propertics we have found for G. In particular C;l(tJ ~= C,(I,,)# I,>- 
Corollar!- 3.14. I. But Crr(tl.,) c CG(tlz) so that Cc(t,,) ; II. 
Let v E G. Then [9, (21)] implies that there exists an inrolution 
x E (‘(,(fl ? t&) such that f,z ,- t, or t,z N t,, in G. Then f, + f,z EL,J -= 
I&,,, and the proof of [9, (2H)] ! ields that t,z is conjugate in L,J to f, , t,, , 
or t,:, Thus, z is conjugate in C,(r,) to t,? , t, or t,ti, = t, . Hence, 
t,& i-: C’<,(z) _C H, since f, - t, ^v t, in M. Then Corollarv 3.5.1 for H implies 
that tT2 - t,, in Z-I. Since CJtl,) !Z H, we have w E F1, and, hence, H :: G. 
It is now straightforward to complete the proof of our theorem using the 
proof of [9, (3D)]. 
Let 2 be a root svstem for the classical simple Lie algebra of type C’, . 
Xrie\t- x as a subset of a 4-dimensional real vector space with basis w1 , w? , 
W] ( WA . wch that 
1st Ed: denote the subset of elements (roots) of C not involving w1 
Clearly I* is a root system for the classical simple Lie algebra of type C; . 
For each F EC* and pi EF,, , define the element x,.(a) of J as on [9, p. ii471 
using the isomorphism & : Sp(6, F,) -+ /. Then S, = {x,.(01) j z EF~] is a 
subgroup of J which is isomorphic to the additive subgroup of F, an,1 is 
normalized by 91. Moreover, / _ ,/L^,. r EC* ). 
I-sing the elements u12 and uz3 , as on [9, p. 5481, define elements s,.(r) 
of G for all roots r EC -- C” and all elements a: EF, . Then, for Y EC - :z*, 
.t’, ~: ;,~{.(a) ct t F,, ’ is conjugate via an element of ul:’ , z+ to one of the 
subgroups .%‘$ with s EC”. Since u12 , u& C C,(%), \!I normalizes .‘f, for 
each r ~1. Setting N : X,. I F EC>, it follows that ‘!I normalizes II. 
~~Iorcowr, as on [9, pp. 548-5501, we have H E Sp(8, F,,) or II -z PSp(8, I;,) 
and i: L,J C W. Set G, = H’!I. Then G, is a subgroup of G with N ‘I! G, 
and <‘,(t,) == [‘!I ‘2 G1 
Here O(ZJ) = cl; so that [O(G,), N] = [Ii, and, hence, O(G,) C C,(f,). 
Since O(C,(r,)) = 111, WC have O(G,) = (I}. However, G, ;i C,(r,), 
whence G = G, by Lemma 4. I. Consequently, O(G) = (1:. 
Finall!- suppose that If z Sp(8, F&. Then [9, (IA)] implies that CH(tl) 
is thr direct product of two symplectic groups over F, . If (I m:= 3, then 
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YI = Cl], G = II and CH(tl) ::= LJ. If 4 ;- 3, W(C,(t,)) = CH(tl), and, 
hence, L,J = W(C,(t,)) = CH(tl). ‘l’h us, we always have CH(tl) .=- L,J, 
which is not the direct product of two symplectic groups. Consequently, 
Ii pg PSp(8, F,) and j G : H == 1 C,(t,) : C’,,(t,) = I ?I / ==- p. 
Thus, Conditions (1.3) hold, and the proof of our theorem is complete. 
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